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FUSE Research Network recently conducted a survey of several key 
firms across the wirehouse, regional, and independent channels on 
the concept of consolidating legacy technology platforms. One thing 
was clear in the results from the start: the number of advisory programs 
and the technology platforms required to support them is unwieldy 
(and likely unsustainable), constituting a complex and disconnected 
set of systems. Thus, firms large and small have a number of legitimate 
concerns. In this paper, we share Vestmark’s lessons and best practices 
learned in relation to some of the study’s key findings.
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First, some background...
While most firms agree that technology platform and 
advisory program rationalization is the right path forward, 
the FUSE survey identified a number of important 
variables to address. Below, we discuss some of the  
key findings from the FUSE study and share our own 
insights and perspectives from Vestmark’s almost two 
decades of experience working with large, complex 
enterprises looking to find simplicity through technology 
platform consolidation.

Based on the FUSE survey results, which indicate that 
three quarters of the participating firms are planning to 
undertake a consolidation initiative sometime in the next 
four years – half of the firms in the next two – we want to 
offer a dissection of several of these key concerns and 
suggest ways to dispel those that are really just myths.

When looking down this road, what do firms see? 
Enabling technology, economics, operational complexity 
and advisor impact are the primary concerns.

Top Concerns Regarding Moving to a Consolidated Platform – Overall

Evaluating potential partners through the right lens is critical for choosing the 
best technology partner for this initiative. Contact us for a copy of our latest 
white paper, “Can Consolidation of Your Firm’s Legacy Tech Platforms Help 
Increase Efficiency (and Profitability)”, which walks through evaluation criteria 
and success factors to consider as you embark on a vendor search.
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It is clear that many firms have 
legitimate concerns, pointing  
to the importance of  
finding the right partner.
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THE VESTMARK PERSPECTIVE: We are not surprised 
to see concerns about the ‘new’ technology topping the 
list, likely a result of certain firms being burned in the past 
by vendors and systems that failed to deliver. Several of 
these stories have been well-publicized and serve as a 
sort of cautionary tale in the view of the firms considering 
embarking on this journey.

We believe that one of the biggest myths is that 
technology consolidation necessitates program 
changes and impact to advisors and clients. Many 
firms assume that technology platform unification and 
investment program rationalization must be one and the 
same, implemented simultaneously. However, with the 
VestmarkONE® platform as your platform technology 
consolidation tool, you have the option to run all your 
advisory programs today as-is and consolidate them if/
when you are ready. We can help you eliminate costly 
legacy systems by running all of your programs (UMA, 
SMA, Fund/ETF Wrap, Rep as PM...even your robo) on 
the VestmarkONE® platform. When you are ready, our 
platform provides the option to consolidate them all onto 
our innovative unified program solution, which flexibly 
leverages true-sleeve management where needed, 
coupled with deep portfolio construction capabilities. 
This gives you several strategic options, including 
creation of a consolidated solution for new business, or 
migrating existing business over time, thereby allowing 
you to streamline a path to greater efficiency.

The VestmarkONE® platform offers a configurable suite 
of software and outsourced services that you (not your 
technology provider) choose how to configure and 
control. Rather than a one-size-fits-all approach, Vestmark 
enables you to tailor the implementation and turn the 
dials as needed to devise a managed account platform 
solution uniquely suited to meet your firm’s specific 
needs and objectives. Our platform was designed from 
day one – with a patented real-time architecture and 
true sleeve-level and tax lot accounting – to efficiently 
handle and streamline the investment process, remove 
operational complexity, and deliver the scale to easily 
support hundreds of thousands of households, thereby 
enabling you to eliminate inefficient legacy systems and 
drive advisor efficiency and scalable customization.

At Vestmark, we strongly believe that success depends 
on selecting the right partner, one with a proven track-
record of supporting the same functions and programs 
at a similar scale. Choosing to work with a firm that 
has deep experience implementing large enterprise-
grade technology consolidation solutions and a keen 
understanding of the success factors needed for a good 
outcome can help avoid/minimize negative impacts for 
advisors and clients, both in the near and longer terms.
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Insight #1:  

Top concern cited is technology “truly being able to deliver as promised.”
“Based on feedback, there is concern about the technology truly being able to deliver as promised (FUSE).” The FUSE 
brief goes on to elaborate some specific potential challenges with engaging third-party tech vendors. Most of these 
fall under the flexibility and control umbrella, including perceived limitations in the design and control of functionality, 
ability to change solutions, and the dreaded “one-size-fits-all” approach. Permeating all these concerns may also be the 
question whether a technology can truly scale to fit the entirety of an organization’s current advisory business and  
future growth plans.

Vestmark has a successful track record with our clients, working through the 
elimination of multiple legacy technology systems, in some cases leaving 
existing programs in place and insulating the firms’ advisors and clients from 
any significant changes. Contact our sales team to learn about some of 
these success stories.

 https://www.vestmark.com/contact


THE VESTMARK PERSPECTIVE: The economic  
impacts from a major technology initiative are 
understandably always top of mind, and a large 
determinant in the decision to proceed with your 
technology consolidation efforts. 

We find it to be another big myth that consolidating 
technology platforms is a process that puts managing 
costs and fees for both the home office and clients out 
of your control. The decision to change client fees is 
separate from any effort to consolidate your technology 
platform. Working with the right partner can help 
mitigate apprehension, give you thorough control over 
how much and when your advisors and clients see an 
economic impact, and help to increase the likelihood of 

overall success including the realization of ongoing cost 
savings and perhaps more importantly, time savings. A 
consolidated technology platform eliminates the various 
pathways your advisors must navigate when trying to 
provide the optimal investment solution for a given client 
need. Advisors and their support teams also have one 
place to go to manage or understand any administrative 
or operational aspects of the client relationship. For the 
home office, having separate technology stacks creates 
unnecessary redundancies in practically every functional 
area. Tremendous efficiencies can be gained by having 
a common platform used by centralized investment, 
operations, and compliance teams to manage all your 
firm’s advisory offerings. 
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Insight #2:  

Economics is always a consideration.
Creating cost efficiencies was cited by firms as one of the top reasons to consider platform consolidation. FUSE cites  
a 2016 Celent report saying “firms making the transition to a unified platform typically seek to achieve at least 20%  
gains in operational costs.”1

Further, according to the FUSE brief, the top concerns about cost centered around: 

 • forced pricing changes that compel advisors to have non-value-add discussions with clients 
 • cost of conversion – including some firms quoted  having the view that these efforts are virtually always  
  more costly than originally planned.

1 Celent. “The Integrated Platform: How Digital Technology is Reshaping the Wealth Management Landscape.” 2016.

Top Concerns Regarding Moving to a Consolidated Platform – Economics
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Client impact and home office 
impact (including conversion 
costs) were cited as the biggest 
areas of concern, followed 
closely by impacts to advisors.



Vestmark has worked with many of our clients to successfully implement 
consolidated and streamlined technology platforms. Contact our sales  
team to learn more about the specific success metrics our clients have 
been able to achieve – from reductions in portfolio rebalancing time, fewer 
personnel needed to support daily reconciliation, and execute  
quarter-end processes, etc.

The VestmarkONE® platform can easily support hundreds 
of thousands of households while eliminating inefficient 
and disconnected legacy systems, thus giving advisors 
the power of easy, scalable portfolio customization while 
home offices can enjoy greater operational efficiency, 
reduced technical debt, and lower back office support 
costs. We bring deep experience with similar initiatives at 
other firms to help you with planning, building a business 
case, and successful management and execution.

We would expect firms to have both budget and 
ROI concerns with any new undertaking, but we are 
confident in our track record of streamlining the advisor 
experience to free-up more time to spend on revenue-

generating, client-facing, and practice-growing efforts. 
This ROI carries beyond the advisor and across the 
home office. Rather than having separate systems and 
processes for portfolio management, trading, account 
administration, performance measurement, reconciliation, 
client reporting, and a range of other functions for each 
advisory program, these activities can be conducted 
on one platform with embedded business process 
management and automation built-in. Lastly, any third-
party or internal development costs associated with 
supporting redundant functionality across different 
technology platforms can be dramatically reduced.
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Top Concerns Regarding Moving to a Consolidated Platform – Operational

THE VESTMARK PERSPECTIVE: It is a common myth that 
consolidating technology will result in a system lacking 
all the vital operational functions previously accessible 
on multiple platforms. If planned for and addressed with 
your technology partner, not only can your challenges 
and concerns be managed, but you will be equipped 
to enable more client and solution focused operations. 
Some of the other ongoing workflow related concerns – 
such as account processing and data recon/consistency 
– should see significant improvements and increased 
efficiency with a unified tech platform, as well.

The VestmarkONE® platform is directly focused 
on delivering operational improvements through 
consolidated technology, with a proven track record 
of supporting operational workflows for every type of 
advisory program. Our best-in-class technology and 
menu of optional outsourced back and middle office 
functions can help manage all critical information up 
and down the advice chain, including true sleeve tax lot 
accounting, tax-aware trading and rebalancing, sleeve-

level trading discretion, and comprehensive performance 
reporting, as well as powerful, patented automated 
reconciliation to all of the major custodian and self-
clearing platforms —all through one system.
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Insight #3:  

Firms cannot put operations at risk during consolidation.
One of the overarching themes expressed about operational concerns in the FUSE brief was that of the technology not 
being truly integrated to create end-to-end solutions, and skepticism that new technology solutions could truly change 
the paradigm from being product-focused to be more client solution-focused. Not surprisingly, ongoing workflow-related 
concerns around account processing, as well as data recon and consistency were also expressed. Several other key 
concerns were oriented around the conversion/implementation phase, including coordination between old and new 
systems, account migration, and learning the new system.

With the VestmarkONE® platform, 
we eliminated 16 different legacy 
systems across operations, 
compliance, investment 
management and reporting – and 
dramatically improved productivity 
across our entire organization.” 
- Vestmark Client

“
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The FUSE survey identifies  
a range of possible  
operational challenges, many 
related to the conversion to  
and implementation of the  
new platform.

Coordination Between Old & New Systems

Technology Constraints
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Top Concerns Regarding Moving to a Consolidated Platform – Advisor Impact
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Insight #4:  

The impact of any tech projects on advisor and client experience 
continues to be top of mind.
The FUSE survey found that firms are concerned about a range of potential challenges associated with advisor impact. Not 
surprisingly, fee justification ranked as the top concern, followed closely by a perceived need to explain consolidation to 
clients and, in the process, possibly lose advisor autonomy. 
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Forcing advisors to have 
unwanted fee discussions or 
perceived “not value added” 
conversations with clients is 
always a major concern.

THE VESTMARK PERSPECTIVE: Vestmark’s flexible, 
customized implementations enable firms to control 
the degree to which technology consolidation impacts 
advisors and end clients. Because we enable firms 
to consolidate the technology and preserve existing 
program structures – if a firm chooses that path – we 
find it easy to disprove the myth that streamlining 
technology tools has to necessitate any fee or program-
related discussions with clients. Changes can also be 
implemented and rolled out in a well-controlled  
way on your timeline.

As for the loss of advisor control, Vestmark offers quite 
the opposite with sophisticated solutions for even your 
smallest relationships. Enable fixed income modeling, 
options strategies, UMAs and SMAs, and more. Human, 
digital, and hybrid – Gen Zs to UHNWIs – brokerage 
or fee-based. And the VestmarkONE® platform has a 
series of user-access controls, allowing firms to define 
who can do what across the entire investment process 

for any type of portfolio or client relationship. This type 
of user-access control is a fundamental requirement for 
supporting the range of trading activities across different 
advisory programs – you must have a technology 
platform that flexibly supports trading by advisors, the 
home office, and external investment managers in order 
to run all of your advisory programs in one place. The 
optimal platform will support multi-party discretionary 
trading even in a single account, providing the maximum 
trading flexibility to help improve client outcomes 
efficiently and at scale.

Our considerable experience has shown us that 
advisors see clients as the primary beneficiaries of 
technology improvements. Those who choose to 
utilize a consolidated technology platform often cite 
the top benefits as improved client-facing services and 
interactions and better ability to manage toward goals, 
along with more efficient and impactful reporting. 

Regardless of how and to whom you deliver advice, and to what degree 
you undertake changes to your programs, the VestmarkONE® platform 
lets your advisors tailor portfolios and can help to deliver better investor 
outcomes at scale. 
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Conclusion: The Future is Now

Don’t let myths and misconceptions about transitioning to a single 
portfolio management and trading platform deter you from joining other 
advisory firms that are reaping the competitive benefits of streamlining 
their legacy technology systems. By decommissioning multiple siloed 
systems with the right technology partner, you can simplify the portfolio 
management process, enabling your advisors to innovate, and create 
the flexible portfolio solutions of the future—today. 
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Find out how Vestmark can help 
simplify your consolidation journey.
Call (781) 224-3640, email inquiry@vestmark.com, or visit www.vestmark.com.

Vestmark offers advisors and home offices a wide range 
of portfolio management solutions to help strike the 
right balance for your firm. With our modular capabilities, 
consolidation of technology can be separated from 
rationalization of programs, so it does not force a 
change in fees, change of advisors’ level of involvement 
in portfolio management, or change in solutions for 
existing clients. With the goal of improving the investment 
experience for clients, advisors, and home offices alike, 
Vestmark has engineered a unique platform that can 

support multiple discretionary parties, models, models of 
models, mutual funds, ETFs, options, fixed income and 
equity securities, and powerful tax- lot level accounting 
to drive tax sensitive management. The VestmarkONE® 
platform allows home offices to turn the risk management 
dials as needed, managing levels of flexibility in 
granularly setting permissions related to access, 
suitability, trading, rebalancing and overlay management. 



Vestmark is a leading provider of wealth management solutions and services which enable 
financial advisors and institutions to efficiently manage and trade their clients’ portfolios 
using an innovative SaaS platform. Founded in 2001 and headquartered outside of Boston, 
Vestmark’s mission is to enable investors to strengthen their financial well-being.

Supporting over $1.4 trillion in assets and 4.5 million accounts, we are a trusted  
partner to some of the largest and most respected firms across the wealth management  
industry. For more information about Vestmark’s solutions, call (781) 224-3640,  
email inquiry@vestmark.com, or visit www.vestmark.com.
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